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Forgeron is a for-profit limited liability company incorporated in Wyoming that creates advanced technologies for sale to 
the military, government organizations, and civilians. The goal of Forgeron is to expand the physical capabilities of 
mankind in a way that paves the way for our spiritual and social capabilities to grow as well. In part to achieve this goal, 
Forgeron has developed the world’s first fully enclosed exoskeleton design that maximizes physical performance and 
movement capabilities and can also create a pressurized barrier between the pilot and the surrounding environment. 
Such a configuration promises to change the nature of urban warfare, law enforcement, firefighting, construction, space 
and sea exploration, and medical mobility for the physically handicapped and otherwise physically impaired. World-wide 
estimates of what these different industries spend on various technologies that could be substituted for highly effective 
powered exoskeletons could reach the hundreds of billions or even trillions of dollars.

Forgeron Technologies possesses several technologies that will propel it to the forefront of the new exoskeleton 
industry and ensure that it remains a leader for years to come. These include designs for components that will 
represent the foundation of optimal exoskeleton joint and power supply designs. This will allow Forgeron to position 
itself as a primary seller of the technology and as a supplier and licensor of components to other technology companies 
for use in their exoskeleton designs.

Forgeron is currently seeking the capital required for final construction of the first working model. From funding to 
working prototypes should be a time of about 6 months. With working prototypes to display, Forgeron will pursue 
subsequent series of funding as well as joint contracts with the US military and other government organizations. Upon 
release of the first military designs, Forgeron will begin supply of models designed for law enforcement and first 
responders followed by civilian models for medical and impaired mobility uses and lastly civilian models.

Manufacturing will take place in the United States, likely in Nevada, with raw materials coming from Africa and Europe. 
Chinese involvement at every level of the project will be kept at a minimum so as to minimize the risk of corporate 
espionage by the CCCP. As the powered exoskeleton and the related technologies will represent a major advantage in 
urban warfare it is imperative to maintain a head start in technical capabilities by minimizing any exposure of intellectual 
properties and by performing aggressive ongoing R&D.
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Forgeron leadership is uniquely positioned to assist the United States with pursuing certain of its interests in Africa. The CEO 
Archibald Mays and Mr. Anguilé the Chief International Development Officer both hail from a family long involved in African 
politics but untainted by any scandals or involvements that present obstacles to creating new business and political 
arrangements. In addition to English, Mr. Mays is fluent in French and Mr. Anguilé in several languages including multiple African 
languages. The French represent the biggest Western competition on the continent so navigating the obstacles created by their 
extensive historical involvement will be one of the keys to future US success in Africa. The Forgeron knowledge of how the 
French operate provides a major advantage when it comes to strategizing for the pursuit of United States interests in Africa.


In addition to the exoskeleton and other advanced technologies, and in order to supply steady cash flow for research and 
development, Forgeron has also created several low maintenance high profit business assets such as real estate management, 
web based insurance sales, data mining, and lead sales companies. Offering dividend payments from these and other business 
activities can provide foreign investors and invested foreign public officials an alternative to the typical cash based corruption 
payments that often lead to an unstable environment for investment. As the number of companies providing attractive stock 
offerings grows, and portfolio dividends grow over time providing an incentive for stability, the long-term wealth building this 
represents could be eventually used to supersede short-term cash and corruption based thinking. It is this shift towards a 
collective long-term thinking that is necessary for the success of other profitable African projects and shared long term success.


Forgeron’s ability to create new manufacturing opportunities can be leveraged in order to offer aspiring political campaigns in 
foreign and domestic regions the result-based bargaining chips that can help win elections. By providing work opportunities, 
education, and infrastructure, Forgeron’s activities can be used as a valuable tool for increasing United States Government’s 
social capital in contentious regions both domestic and abroad. By delivering immediate and significant economic results to 
populations that have long been seeking them, Forgeron can provide the change that these frustrated populations are seeking, 
potentially helping win over the hearts and minds of those people. This is especially true in African countries currently 
disillusioned by the results of recent predatory Chinese investment in the area. It is this social capital that can be leveraged to 
great effect by Forgeron’s public and private partners.


Forgeron leadership is comprised of the founder and President Archibald Mays, Chief Executive Officer Archie R. Mays MD, MBA, 
Chief Financial Officer Nicolas Tarantino, and William Anguilé the Chief International Development Officer. Various legal and 
technical roles and duties will be filled by independent contractors and on-call specialists in order to keep payroll costs down until 
funding and sales contracts allow those positions to be permanently filled by Forgeron employees.
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